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ABSTRACT

In this paper we analyze speech for low-level cognitive
features using linear component analysis. We demonstrate
generalizable component ’fingerprints’ stemming from both
phonemes and speaker. Phonemes are fingerprints found
at the basic analysis window time scale (20 msec), while
speaker “voiceprints” are found at time scales around 1000
msec. The analysis is based on homomorphic filtering fea-
tures and energy based sparsification.

1. INTRODUCTION

The human perceptional system can model complex multi-
agent scenery. It is well documented that humans use a
broad spectrum of cues for analyzing perceptual input and
for identification of individual signal producing agents,
such as speakers, gestures, affections etc. Such unsuper-
vised signal separation has also been achieved in comput-
ers using a variety of independent component analysis al-
gorithms, see e.g., [1]. It is an intriguing fact that rep-
resentations are found in human and animal perceptual
systems which closely resembles the information theo-
retically optimal representations obtained by independent
component analysis, see e.g., [2] on visual contrast detec-
tion, [3] on visual features involved in color and stereo
processing, and [4] on representations of sound features.

In a companion paper presented at this meeting [5], we
investigate the independentcognitivecomponent hypoth-
esis, which basically asks the question of humans use sim-
ilar methods in basic perception as well as in more generic
and abstract data. We denote in the companion paper al-
gorithms that present spontaneous cognition as a result
of unsupervised learning ascognitive component analysis
(COCA).

Here we are interested in pursuing this idea in the con-
text of speech. We are interested in the auditory aspects,
not contents. We will focus on two aspects, phoneme fea-
tures and speaker features. As in the companion paper,
our presentation will be qualitative, mainly be based on
simple visualizations of data, thus we avoid unnecessary
algebraic complication.

Grouping of events or objects in more or less distinct
categories is fundamental to human cognition. In ma-
chine learning, classification is a rather well-understood
task when based onlabelled examples [6]. In this case

classification belongs to the class ofsupervisedlearning
problems. Clustering is a closely relatedunsupervised
learning problem, in which we use general statistical rules
to group objects, without a priori providing a set of la-
belled examples. It is a fascinating finding in many real
world data sets that the label structure discovered by un-
supervised learning closely coincides with labels obtained
by letting a human or a group of humans perform classifi-
cation, labels derived from human cognition. We have ear-
lier pursued grouping by independent component analysis
in several abstract data types including text, dynamic text
(chat), images, and combinations hereof, see e.g., [7, 8, 9,
10, 11]. It was found in this work that independent compo-
nent analysis is a more appropriate model than both prin-
cipal component analysis (which is too contrained) and
clustering, which may in some instances be too flexible,
say as a representation of text data.

2. COGNITIVE COMPONENT ANALYSIS

In 1999 Lee and Seung introduced the method of non-
negative matrix factorization (NMF) [12] as a scheme for
parts-based object recognition1. They argued that the fac-
torization of an observation matrix in terms of a relatively
small set of cognitive components, each consisting of a
non-negative feature vector and a non-negative activation
vector leads to a parts based object representation. They
demonstrated the values of the non-negative representa-
tion for objects in images and in text. More recently, in
2002, it was shown that very similar parts-based decom-
positions were obtained in a latent variable model based
on positive linear mixtures of positiveindependentsource
signals [13]. Holistic, but parts-based, recognition of ob-
jects is frequently reported in perception studies across
multiple modalities and increasingly in abstract data, where
object recognition is a cognitive process. Together these
findings are often referred to as instances of the more gen-
eralGestalt laws.

2.1. Latent semantic indexing (LSI)

Principal component analysis (PCA) has been (re-)invented
over and over in virtually all branches of sciences. Anal-
ysis of variance is a very useful tool for dimensional re-
duction of high dimensional correlated data and may be

1This section is based in part on the companion paper [5]



used to find group structure in data when the signal-to-
noise ratio is high. PCA has been used for basic percep-
tual feature analysis, such as in images under the name
Karhunen-Loeve transform see, e.g., [14], and for anal-
ysis of abstract data such as text under the name latent
semantic indexing (LSI) [15]. Our approach is inspired
by LSI and the main innovation in our discussion is the
active search for generalizable non-orthogonal linear fea-
tures that may be described in terms of an independent
component generative model.

Salton proposed the so-called vector space representa-
tion for statistical modeling of text data, for a review see
[16]. A term set is chosen and a document is represented
by the vector of term frequencies. A document database
then forms a so-called term-document matrix. The vec-
tor space representation can be used for classification and
retrieval by noting that similar documents are somehow
expected to be ‘close’ in the vector space. A metric can
be based on the simple Euclidean distance if document
vectors are properly normalized, otherwise angular dis-
tance may be useful. This approach is principled, fast,
and language independent. Deerwester and co-workers
developed the concept of latent semantics based on princi-
pal component analysis of the term-document matrix [15].
The fundamental observation behind the latent semantic
indexing (LSI) approach is that similar documents are us-
ing similar vocabularies, hence, the vectors of a given
topic could appear as produced by a stochastic process
with highly correlated term-entries. By projecting the term-
frequency vectors on a relatively low dimensional sub-
space, say determined by the maximal amount of variance
one would be able to filter out the inevitable ‘noise’. Noise
should here be thought of as individual document differ-
ences in term usage within a specific context. For well-
defined topics, one could simply hope that a given con-
text would have a stable core term set that would come
out as a ‘direction’ in the term vector space. Below we
will explain why this is likely not to happen in general
document databases, and LSI is therefore often used as a
dimensional reduction tool, which is then post-processed
to reveal cognitive components, e.g., by interactive visu-
alization schemes [17].

2.2. Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF)

Noting that a non-negative decomposition could lead to a
parts-based decomposition, Lee and Seung analyzed sev-
eral data sets using the NMF decomposition technique
[12]. Non-uniqueness of the components is a major chal-
lenge for this method and has been discussed in detail
by Donoho and Stodden [18]. A possible route to more
unique solutions, hence, potentially more interpretable and
relevant components is to add a priori knowledge, e.g., in
form of independence assumptions. An algorithm for re-
construction of positive independent components from a
positive mixture is discussed in [13].
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Figure 1. Prototypical feature distributions produced by a
linear mixture, based on sparse (top), normal (middle), or
dense source signals (bottom), respectively. The charac-
teristic of the sparse signal is that it consists of relatively
few large magnitude samples on a background of small
signals.

2.3. Independent component analysis (ICA)

Blind signal separation is the general problem of recover-
ing source signals from an unknown mixture. This aim is
in general not feasible without additional information. If
we assume that the unknown mixture is linear, i.e., that the
mixture is a linear combination of the sources, and further-
more assume that the sources are statistically independent
processes it is often possible to recover sources and mix-
ing, using a variety of independent component analysis
techniques [1]. Here we will discuss some basic charac-
teristics of mixtures and the possible recovery of sources.

First, we note that LSI/PCA is not able to reconstruct
the mixing, PCA, being based on co-variance is simply
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Figure 2. Four separate utterances are concatenated for this experiment, representing the sounds ‘s’, ‘o’, ‘f’, ‘a’. Each
concatenated set of utterances is represented twice: In a training set and in a test set. The cepstral coefficient sequences
for the two sets are shown in the two panels. The boundaries between the four utterances are clearly visible, and we note
that the utterances show much similarity between the two samples (test and train), however, they are of quite different
duration. The first of the two phones of the utterance ‘s’ is the opening a-like phoneme. In the upper panel we have added
a set vertical lines to indicate positions of analysis windows that belong to a generalizable finger print feature further
discussed in figure 3

not informed enough to solve the problem. To see this Let
the mixture be given as

X = AS, Xj,t =
K∑

k=1

Aj,kSk,t, (1)

whereXj,t is the value ofj’th feature in thet’th mea-
surement,Aj,k is the mixture coefficient linking featurej
with the componentk, while Sk,t is the level of activity
in the k’th source. In a text instance a feature is a term
and the measurements are documents, the components are
best thought as topical contexts. Thek’th column Aj,k

holds the relative frequencies of term occurrence in doc-
uments within contextk. The source matrix elementSk,t

quantifies the level of expression of contextk in document
t.

As a linear mixture is invariant to an invertible linear
transformation we need define a normalization of one of
the matricesA,S. We will do this by assuming that the
sources are unit variance. As they are assumed indepen-
dent the covariance will be trivial,

ΣS = lim
T→∞

1
T

SS> = I. (2)

LSI, hence PCA, of the measurement matrix is based
on analysis of the covariance

ΣX = lim
T→∞

1
T

XX> = AA>. (3)

Clearly the information inAA> is not enough to uniquely
identify A, since if a solutionA is found, any (row) ro-
tated matrixÃ = AU,UU> = I is also a solution, be-
causeÃ has the same outer product asA.

This is a potential problem for LSI based analysis. If
the document database can be modelled as in eq. (1) then
the original characteristic context histograms will not be
found by LSI. The field of independent component anal-
ysis has on the other hand devised many algorithms that
use more informed statistics to locateA and thusS, see
[1] for a recent review.

The histogram of a source signal can roughly be de-
scribed as sparse, normal, or dense. Scatter plots of pro-
jections of mixtures drawn from source distributions with
one of these three characteristics are shown in Figure 1.
In the upper panel of Figure 1 we show the typical appear-
ance of a sparse source mixture. The sparse signal consists
of relatively few large magnitude samples in a background
of a large number of small signals. When mixing such in-
dependent sparse signals as in Eq. (1), we obtain a set of
rays emanating from origo. The directions of the rays are
directly given by the column vectors of theA-matrix.

If the sources are truly normal distributed like in the
middle panel of Figure 1, there is no additional informa-
tion but the covariance matrix. Hence, in some sense this
is a singular worst case for separation. Because we work
from finite samples an ICA method, which assumes some
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[a] PHONEME IN ’S’ AND ’F’ 

Figure 3. We show the latent space formed by the two first principal components of the training data consisting of four
separate utterances shown in figure 2 representing the sounds ‘s’, ‘o’, ‘f’, ‘a’. The structure clearly resembles the sparse
component mixture in figure 1, with ‘rays’ emanating from the origin(0, 0). The ray marked with an arrow contains
a mixture of ‘s’ and ‘f’ analysis windows. The locations of these window were indicated by vertical lines in figure 2.
This feature also contains a mixture of windows from both the training and test utterances, hence, is a generalizable
characteristic feature associated with the vowel a-like sound that opens both an ‘s’ and an ‘f’.

non-normality, will in fact often find good approximations
to the mixing matrix, simply because a finite normal sam-
ple will have non-normal oddities. But fortunately, many,
many interesting real world data sets are not anywhere
near normal, rather they are typically very sparse, hence,
more similar to the upper panel of Figure 1.

3. COMPONENT ANALYSIS OF SPEECH

In the authoritative textbook ‘Discrete-Time Processing of
Speech Signals’ by Deller et al. [19] the phoneme is de-
fined as the class of sounds that are consistently perceived
as representing a certain minimal linguistic unit. In Amer-
ican English approximately 40 phonemes are in use, of
which 12 are vowels. Vowels vary in temporal duration
between 40-400msec [19].

The processes in the speech production system are gen-
erally considered stationary for time intervals on the or-
der of 20 msec [19], hence, we will use an analysis win-
dow of this duration. In each window we represent the
sound signal, i.e., 200 signal values for a sampling rate
of 10kHz, by a relatively low-dimensional feature vector.
This feature vector is obtained by homomorphic filtering,
as often invoked in speech recognition. The resulting, so-
calledcepstral coefficientsare designed to reduce the in-
fluence of the speech pitch, i.e., the speaker’s ‘tone’ [19].
The cepstral coefficients are used in speaker independent
speech recognition, because in this context the pitch is a
confound. The cepstral coefficients are supposed to em-

phasize the linguistic content and suppress the speakers
‘voice print’.

A small set of four simple utterances (‘s’, ‘o’, ‘f’, ‘a’)
from the TIMIT database [21] was used for this demon-
stration. For the analysis we used 20 msec analysis win-
dows with 50% overlap. The windows were represented
by 16 cepstral coeffients. The temporal development of
the cepstral representation of the four utterances is pre-
sented in two versions in figure 2, in the upper panel for
the training set, and in the lower panel for a test set. Af-
ter variance normalization we sparsified the coefficients
by zeroing windows of normalized magnitudes less than
z > 1.7. In figure 3 we show the scatter plot of the set
of windows projected onto the first two principal compo-
nents derived from the16 × 16 feature covariance ma-
trix. There is a marked ‘ray’ structure with rays emanating
from the origin of the coordinate system(0, 0). The pro-
jected features from the set of analysis windows have been
annotated with their utterance origin. The arrow points to
a linear ray structure which contains windows from utter-
ances ‘s’ and ’f’. In order to understand which part of the
utterances these windows belongs to, we have marked up
several points (windows) in 3 and we have indicated the
temporal location of these windows as vertical stripes in
figure 2 . From this it is clear that the feature is related to
the similar a-like sound that opens both ‘s’ and ‘f’.. The
generalizability of this structure was proven by creating a
similar plot with the projections of the test set windows
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Figure 4. Textdependentspeaker recognition. This analysis is based on a subset of the speakers enrolled in the ELSDSR
speaker recognition database [20]. Here we focus on text dependent speech, hence, the same set of sentences is used for
all speakers. The basic analysis window of the speech signal is represented by12 mel-cepstral coefficients (MFCC’s)
for this experiment. Fifty basic analysis windows are concatenated to form an intermediate time scale representation
to capture human voice identity. The dimensionality of the aggregate representation is thus50 × 12. After variance
normalization we sparsified the coefficients by retaining the upper 1% magnitude fraction. We used a training set based
on speech from three speakers (annotated as: F1 (female, red square) F2 (female, blue diamond) and M1 (male, black x);
and corresponding test sets: F1 (cyan +), F2 (green triangle) and M1 (magenta circle). The data from the training set is
submitted for principal component analysis, we show the scatter plots of both training data and test data in the space of a
few principal or latent components. In the upper left display all data points are shown as represented in the space of the
first, fourth, and fifth principal (latent) components. There is an evident ray structure corresponding to a generative ICA
model based on linear mixing of sparse sources, i.e., similar to the situation seen at the time scale of the basic analysis
window (20 msec). It appears that the structure is indeed speaker dependent in the sense that the ray systems are offset
from the origin. We conclude that for this text dependent representation we find a mixture of phoneme like features and
speaker identity features.

(data not not shown). This structure is indeed generaliz-
able in constrast to some of the other ray-like structures
that apparently are too instance specific to provide gener-
alization from the relative small set of training data.

The results seem to indicate that generalizable cogni-
tive components corresponding to phonemes can be iden-
tified using linear component analysis. The ray structures
representing the phoneme is not aligned with the direc-
tions of the principal components, hence, an independent
component analysis scheme is required. Phoneme recog-
nition is an active research field in speech recognition, see

e.g., [22], and it is an interesting issue for further research
whether the generalizable structure found in this work can
assist phoneme recognition in general.

4. VOICE PRINT COMPONENTS

While phonemes are universal components of language
and generalizable in large populations,speaker identity
plays an important in both social contexts and in speech
based engineering applications, for example related to ac-
cess control, see e.g., [23].

Speaker recognition has two aspects: Speaker identi-
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Figure 5. Textindependentspeaker recognition. This analysis is based on a subset of the speakers enrolled in the
ELSDSR speaker recognition database [20]. Here we focus on text independent speech, hence, each subject is enrolled
with a different set of sentences. The basic analysis window of the speech signal is represented by12 mel-cepstral
coefficients (MFCC’s) for this experiment. Fifty basic analysis windows are concatenated to form an intermediate time
scale representation to capture human voice identity. The dimensionality of the aggregate representation is thus50× 12.
After variance normalization we sparsified the coefficients by retaining the upper 1% magnitude fraction. We used a
training set based on speech from three speakers (annotated as: F1 (female, red square) F2 (female, blue diamond) and
M1 (male, black x); and corresponding test sets: F1 (cyan +), F2 (green triangle) and M1 (magenta circle). As in the
previous experiment the data from the training set is submitted for principal component analysis, and we show the scatter
plots of both training data and test data in the space of a few principal or latent components. In the left panel all data points
are shown as represented in the space of the second, fourth, and fifth latent components. There is an evident ray structure
corresponding to a generative ICA model based on linear mixing of sparse sources. In contrast to the text independent
case above we see that the ray structure is solely determined by the speaker identity. The right hand side plot shows a
close up of the structure for the female speaker F2: emphasizing the generalizability. The rays from the training and test
sets are closely aligned.

fication, and speaker verification. Speaker verification is
the process of determining whether a postulated speaker
identity is correct, while speaker identification is the pro-
cess of finding the identity of an unknown speaker by
comparing his/her voice with all the registered/known speak-
ers in the database [24]. Compared to verification, iden-
tification is more complicated. In the case that the un-
known speaker must come from a fixed set of enrolled
speakers, the system is referred to as a closed-set sys-
tem. Moreover speaker recognition systems are divided
according to the spoken text modality: text-dependent and

text-independent. Compared to text-dependent speaker
recognition, text-independent systems are more flexible,
but also more complex. Feature extraction is very impor-
tant for speaker recognition systems. The most widely ac-
cepted features for speaker recognition are mel-frequency
cepstral coefficients (MFCC). The MFCC’s are perceptu-
ally weighted cepstral coefficients [19].

According to our basic hypothesis the speaker depen-
dent generalizable ‘cognitive’ components should be elu-
cidated by Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA). To test the
hypothesis we study here three speakers’ voice messages



from our in-house ELSDSR speech database [20]. In this
database, read text is recorded using a MARANTZ PMD670
portable solid state recorder, and stored in PCM (wav) for-
mat. The sampling frequency was 16 kHz. ELSDSR con-
tains voice messages from a total of 22 speakers (12M/ 10
F) of age from 24y to 63y.

Speaker identity information in speech can be catego-
rized into a hierarchy ranging from low-level cues, such
as the basic sound of a person’s voice, which is related to
physical traits of the vocal apparatus, to high-level cues,
such as particular word usage (idiolect), conversational
patterns and even topics of conversations, which is related
to learned habits and style [25].

For the firsttext dependentspeaker recognition exper-
iment, signals from speakers F1, F2 and M1 reading the
same text content were selected, and divided into train-
ing set (52.5sec) and test set (35.5sec). The frames with
20msec signal content were blocked without overlap, and
12 MFCC’s were extracted from each frame. To form the
long-term features, 50 basic analysis windows were con-
catenated. The total number of such expanded frames in
the analysis was 522. Energy based sparsification was per-
formed on the high dimensional data, and the upper 1%
fraction was retained. Finally, LSA (PCA) was performed
on the sparsified data to get the scatter plot of the data
on the subspace spanned by three latent dimensions (LD),
shown in figure 4. We annotated the data points for the
training set of the three speakers as: F1 (red square) F2
(blue diamond) and M1 (black x); and test set as: F1 (cyan
+), F2 (green triangle) and M1 (magenta circle).

Since the speakers read the same text content (training
and test set are different) the red, green and black points
emanate from (0,0), and show similar sparse ICA ’ray’
structures. Since we are here using the same texts for all
speakers, these features can be thought of a characteristic
of the given words, i.e., similar to the phoneme features
found above. However, importantly the rays also show
speaker-dependent characteristics. This is most easily ap-
preciated by inspecting the three plots to the right. Here
the situations for the individual speaker are depicted, as
seen the features do not generalize in a simple way, it ap-
pears that there is an offset between test and training data,
which is speaker dependent, we stipulate that this effect
is an interaction between the text content and the speaker
identity.

We now turn totext independentspeech. We study the
same three speakers as before, two female and one male.
The representation is identical to the one used for the text
dependent experiment. The scatter plot of test and training
data is shown in 3D subspace based on latent dimensions
2, 4 and 5. The data points of the three speakers are an-
notated as as text dependent case. Figure 5 shows that
data points from 2 female speakers and the male speaker
are aligned for both training and test set. The right side
panel shows a zoomed in and projected subset of the data
belonging to the two female speakers in latent dimension
4 and 5. The ’ray’ structure emanates from (0,0) without
offsets.

5. CONCLUSION

We have proposed to define cognitive component analy-
sis as the process of unsupervised grouping of data such
that the ensuing group structure is well-aligned with that
resulting from human cognitive activity. In this paper we
have studied the so derived cognitive components of speech
signals. We used homomorphic filtering to derive features
and we analyzed the excursion set after thresholding based
on energy.

At short time scales, we found generalizable features
corresponding to phonemes. Phonemes are universal lin-
guistic atoms recognized by large populations.

Humans swiftly and reliably recognize other another
human’s voice. We have shown that at intermediate time
scales, 500-1000msec, there are generalizable speaker spe-
cific sparse components.

The fact that we find such cognitively relevant compo-
nent by simple unsupervised learning based on sparse lin-
ear component analysis lends further support to our work-
ing hypothesis that humans could use such information
theoretical representations, not only in basic perception
tasks, but also when analyzing more abstract data.
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